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Commencement Exercises 
1986 
Marshall University 
The One Hundred Forty,ninth 
Commencement Exercises 
Marshall University Saturday, May 10, 1986 at 11:00 in the Huntington Civic Center 
Disclaimer 
The list of May degree candidates in this program is ten­
tative and is based upon the anticipated successful com­
pletion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 
1985-86. This document should not be taken as an offi­
cial record that degrees have in fact been awarded. 
Welcome Marshall University welcomes those attending the 149th Commencement Exercises. 
Academic Procession Faculty Marshals Candidates for Bachelor Degree Candidates for Associate Degree Candidates for Master Degree Candidates for Medical Degree Candidates for Doctoral Degrees Assistant Chief Faculty Marshal Members of the Faculty Chief Faculty Marshal Commencement Officials 
Commencement Officials Prof. William F. Ashford Prof. Roger Adkins Prof. Richard Bonnett Prof. Mahlon Brown Prof. David Dawson Prof. Kenneth Guyer Prof. Dean Adkins Prof. Howard Adkins Prof. Neal Adkins Prof. Dan K. Evans Prof. Mack Gillenwater Prof. Charles F. Gruber Prof. Ralph Hall Chief Marshal: Professor David R. Woodward Assistant Chief Marshal: Professor William J. Wyatt Prof. Olive Hager Prof. Louise Hoy Prof. Betty Jarrell Prof. Nedra Lowe Prof. John A. Mead Prof. Giovanna Morton Chief Usher: Professor Ernest W. Cole Assistant Chief Usher: Professor Charles Webb Prof. Carl Johnson Prof. Bosworth Johnson Prof. Richard Jones Prof. William Keams Prof. Nicholas Kontos Prof. Michael Little Prof. Philip Modlin Prof. Ralph E. Oberly Prof. B. R. Smith Prof. William Sullivan Prof. Wayne Taylor Prof. Thomas E. Weaks Prof. Laura Lee Wilson Prof. William Radig Prof. James Stone Prof. Jim Rogers Prof. Harty Sowards Prof. Donald Tarter Prof. Luther White 
The 149th Commencement Program President Dale F. Nitzschke, Presiding Precommencement Concert Marshall University Wind Symphony Professor Richard Lemke, Conductor Processional , Ceremonial Marches Invocation . ........................... Father James E. O'Connor Catholic Chaplain, Newman Center Introduction of Guests Introduction of Commencement Speaker Commencement Address . ................ . Brigadier General Charles E. 'Chuck' Yeager United States Air Force Retired Conferring of Academic Degrees The President of the University Candidates for the Bachelor's and Associate Degrees College of Education presented by Allen A. Mori, Dean College of Liberal Arts presented by Emory W. Carr, Dean College of Business presented by Robert P. Alexander, Dean College of Science presented by E. S. Hanrahan, Dean College of Fine Arts presented by Paul A. Balshaw, Dean School of Nursing presented by Phyllis F. Higley, Dean Regents Bachelor of Art� presented by Carol A. Smith, Vice President for Academic Affairs Community College presented by F. David Wilkin, Dean Candidates for the Master's Degree Graduate School presented by Robert F. Maddox, Dean Candidates for the Doctor of Medicine Degree School of Medicine presented by Lester R. Bryant, Dean Conferring of the Doctoral Degrees Neil S. Bucklew, President, West Virginia University 
Recognition of the Honor Graduates Conferring of the Honorary Degree Candidate Presented by ..................... Carol A. Smith Vice President for Academic Affairs Sam Edward Clagg, Doctor of Pedagogy Greetings . .................................. William E. Watson President, West Virginia Board of Regents Greetings . .................................... Linda S. Holmes Director, Marshall University Alumni Association The President's Remarks "Alma Mater" ........................... C.E. and James Haworth Professor Emeritus Leo V. lmperi Benediction Recessional , Ceremonial Marches 
Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, 
We thy name revere: 
May each noble son and daughter 
Cherish thine honor dear. 
May thy lamp be ever bright 
Guiding us to truth and light; 
As a beacon o'er dark water 
This is for thee our prayer. 
Alma Mater 
May the years be kind to Marshall; 
May she grow in fame; 
May her children fail her never 
True to her beacon flame. 
May her spirit brave and strong 
Honor right and conquer wrong; 
This the burden of our song 
Ever her truth proclaim. The audience is requested to be seated following the Benediction and remain seated until the class has recessed. 
Brig. Gen. Charles E. "Chuck" Yeager 
became the first man to fly faster than 
the speed of sound on Oct. 14, 194 7. His 
historic flight in the Bell X-1 rocket air­
craft took place at Muroc Dry Lake Air 
Field (now Edwards Air Force Base, 
Calif.). During his nine-year assignment 
as the nation's leading test pilot, he also 
became the first man to fly more than 
twice the speed of sound; this on Dec. 
12, 1953, in the Bell X-lA. Gen. Yeager 
holds 27 additional flying records, more 
than any other pilot. 
During his career, General Yeager has 
flown 183 types of aircraft and logged 
more than 11,000 hours of flight time. 
Gen. Yeager was born on Feb. 13, 
1923, in Myra, W.Va. He enlisted in the 
Army Air Corps in September 1941, was 
accepted for pilot training under the fly­
ing sergeant program in July, 1942, and 
received his pilot wings and appointment 
as a flight officer in March, 1943 at Luke 
Field, Ariz. 
During World War II, Gen. Yeager dis­
tinguished himself in aerial combat over 
France and Germany by shooting down 
13 enemy aircraft -- five on one mission. 
Among his "kills" was one of Germa­
ny's first jet fighters. On March 5, 1944, 
he was shot down over German-occupied 
France but escaped capture when ele­
ments of the French Maquis helped him 
reach the Spanish border. He turned 
himself in to Spanish authorities and was 
held briefly before making another es­
cape. He eventually made his way back 
to England via Gibraltar and returned to 
combat duty. 
Following the war, Gen. Yeager 
returned to the United States to attend 
the instructor pilot course and train new 
Brigadier General 
Charles E. Yeager, 
USAF Retired 
pilots. In July 1945 he went to Wright 
Field, Ohio, where he received his first 
experimental flight test work. His assign­
ment there led to his selection as pilot 
of the nation's first research rocket air­
craft, the Bell X-1, in which he became 
the first to break the sound barrier. 
He returned to Europe in 1954 and be­
came Commander of the 41 7th Fighter 
Squadron at the USAF's Hahn Air Base, 
Germany, and at France's T oul-Rosieres 
Air Base. 
Back in the United States in 1957, he 
was assigned to the 413th Fighter Wing 
at George Air Force Base, Calif., and in 
1958 became Commander of the 1st 
Fighter Squadron. 
Gen. Yeager was graduated from the 
Air War College, Maxwell Air Force 
Base, Ala., in June, 1961, and a year later 
became Commandant of the Aerospace 
Research Pilot School, where all military 
astronauts are trained. 
In 1966 he assumed command of the 
405th Fighter Wing at Clark Air Base, 
Republic of the Philippines. While Com­
mander of the 405th Fighter Wing he 
flew 127 missions in South Vietnam. 
Gen. Yeager assumed command of the 
4th Tactical Fighter Wing at Seymour 
Johnson Air Base, N .C., in 1968 and 
went with the Wing to Korea during the 
Pueblo crisis. 
He was promoted to the grade of 
brigadier general in 1969. That year he 
also became Vice Commander, Seven­
teenth Air Force, with headquarters at 
Ramstein Air Base, Germany. In 1971 
Gen. Yeager assumed duties as United 
States Defense Representative to 
Pakistan. He became Director of the Air 
Force Inspection and Safety Center at 
Norton Air Force Base, Calif., in 1973 
and retired from the Air Force in 197 5. 
Since 1980, Gen. Yeager has been a 
consulting test pilot for Northrop Cor­
poration,where he has assisted in the de­
velopment of the F-20 Tigershark, 
America's newest fighter. 
The nation paid its highest tribute to 
General Yeager in 1976, when President 
Gerald Ford presented him with a spe­
cial peacetime Medal of Honor. 
His military decorations and awards in­
clude the Distinguished Service Medal 
with one oak leaf cluster, Silver Star with 
one oak leaf cluster, Legion of Merit with 
one oak leaf cluster, Distinguished Fly­
ing Cross with two oak leaf clusters, 
Bronze Star Medal with V device, Pur­
ple Heart, Distinguished Unit Citation 
Emblem with one oak leaf cluster, and 
the Air Force Outstanding Unit Award 
Ribbon. 
He was awarded the MacKay Trophy 
in 1948, the Collier Trophy in 1948 and 
the Harmon International Trophy in 
1954. 
Gen. Yeager was awarded an honorary 
doctor of science degree from West Vir­
ginia University in 1948, and an 
honorary Doctor of Science degree from 
Marshall University in 1969. 
In 1985, Gen. Yeager received the 
Presidential Medal of Freedom and was 
named as a member of the President's 
Commission on Space. 
Gen. Yeager is married to the former 
Glennis Fay Dickhouse of Grass Valley, 
Calif. They have two sons, Donald C. 
and Michael D. Yeager, and two daugh­
ters, Mrs. Sharon C. Flick and Susan F. 
Yeager. General and Mrs. Yeager reside 
in Cedar Ridge, Calif. 
Class of 1986 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates 
The bachelor's degrees honor graduates are distinguished by stoles and matching tassels worn with 
their caps and gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are so distinguished by the Red Stoles 
and Tassels and the Magna Cum Laude and Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Gold 
Stoles and Tassels. 
Summa Cum Laude 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.85 to 4.0. 
Carrie Lee Auman 
Nancy B. Bogardus 
Kimberly Ann Brown 
Annette Renee Chapman 
James Lee Cummings, II 
Deborah DeBarr Dye 
Leigh Beth Dyke 
Dana Ostrenger Forrester 
John Lee Gilkerson 
Sandra Jean Gillispie 
John Christopher Gross 
Gregory Alan Hale 
John Harvey, III 
Leigh Ann Hensley 
Robin Rena Hill 
Beth Ann Mabe 
Marita Christine Manakkil 
Cynthia Anne McCready 
Jami Sue Napier 
Debra Hutchinson Overby 
Courtney Jo Proctor 
Shelly Lee Ramsey 
Marjorie Elaine Sheppard 
Robert Alan Shingleton 
Brad Duane Smith 
Angela Lynn Stevens 
Lora Beth Traxler 
Erica Lewis Wilder 
Magna Cum Laude 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.6 to 3.84. 
Paul Michael Adams 
Paul Howard Alexander 
Bonnie Lynn Alford 
John Francis Amendola 
William Edward Bane 
Tina Lynn Beardsley 
Mary Christina Boyle 
Marsha Brennan 
Elizabeth A. Brun 
Brien Mitchell Chase 
Taube Marie Cyrus 
L. Elizabeth Damewood
Anne Lauree Davis
Brenda Gayle Davis
Sandra Skaggs Duncan
Susan Mary Dziagwa
Jane Ann Frideczky
Barbara Faye Grimmett
Crystal Levette Gue
Robin Lynn Harless
Tammy Jo Akers Hartenstein
Jack William Hayes
Teresa Lynn Brown Horton
Anne Margaret Hoylman
Jan Maria Hensley Jessie
Timothy Ray Justice
Kimberly Kay Kesecker
Keith Edwin Leap, II
Christopher John Lilly
Beth Ann Lloyd
Michele Lynn Stephenson Marra
Gary Wayne Marshall
Angela Dawn Martin
Randall Alan Maynard
William Robert Mitchell
Margo Y. Mounts
Molly Anne Munchmeyer
Linda R. Neal
Deanna Lee New
Karen Leigh Osborne
Deborah Lanore Parsons
Julie Elaine Gibson Payton
Jennifer Carlton Phillips
Ann Jackson Rathbone 
Joni Jill Sheets 
Barbara Hite Shiley 
Susan Patricia Snodgrass 
Thomas Wesley Steele 
Sara Ann Stoffregen 
Darlene Carol Templeton 
Helen Michelle Tyree 
Felicity Mercedes Warren 
Ann Elaine Whitely 
John Thomas Whitener 
Marti Lynn Williams 
Lorie Ann Wyant 
James Calvin Young Cum Laude 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.3 to 3.59. 
Shelia Lucas Adkins 
Deborah Anne Artrip 
Anne Elizabeth Asbury 
David Joseph Ayersman 
Myra Lyn Baldwin 
William Lee Bands 
Leigh Ann Barnes 
Roberta Joan Barney 
Susan Jean Barrett 
Mary Lou Bell 
Roxanne Marie Belue 
Nannetta Joan Borsuk 
Barbara Hertig Brandt 
Brian Keith Brewer 
Karen Janene Poteet Brumfield 
Lisa Noe Buchanan 
Denise Gay Blake Carpenter 
Jeri Lynn Carver 
Kimberly Jo Billups Chafin 
Robert Todd Chambers 
David Alexander Collins 
Dina Cain Collins 
Leneda Jo Crews 
Jack Edwin Cummins 
Dwayne Edward Cyrus 
Bradford Dale Damron 
Pamela Gay Davis 
Tina Karlene Davis 
Mary McCroskey Davisworth 
Rebecca Lynn Dillon 
Todd Franklin Dingess 
Margaret Lutz Donley 
Eric Scott Eanes 
Crystal Lynn Ellis 
Gary Michael Florian 
Walter C. Fluharty 
Sharon Louise Fulks 
Ronald Ray Gardner 
Laura L. Gray 
Alice Jane Hainor 
Sheila Lynn Hale 
Kimberly Leigh Harbour 
Lena Faye Hatfield 
Martha S. Herbert 
Jane Nichole Mayfield Hicks 
Judith Renee Ennis Hissom 
James Dewey Hlusko 
Cheryl Dawn Hoskins 
Carol Rosalie Connolly Hugart 
Lisa Ann Hughes 
Gary Paul Humphrey 
Thomas Anthony Hutchinson 
Ruth Mary Ingram 
Donald Ray Jarrell 
Dan Edward Jeffers 
Vincent Arthur Johnkoski 
Billie Irene Rowe Johnson 
Katherine Lenore Johnson 
Randall Jack Johnson 
Patrick Nicholas Joseph 
Kimberly Ann Kennedy 
Timothy Wayne Lewis 
Hayden Beman Lloyd 
Letha Marie Long 
Helena A. Lusher 
Bret Mathew Massaro 
Arvie Leon Maynard 
Thomas Floyd Maynard 
Curtis Michael McAnallen 
Shari Jean McClung 
Brian Dale McCollister 
Margaret Louise Meadows 
Susan Annette Meadows 
Cathy Annette Mills 
Kelly Dawn Mitchell 
Teresa Lynn Mobley 
Jeffrey Lee Morehead 
Lucian Edgar Napier 
Letitia Ann Neese 
Robin Lynn Nelson 
Shelly Dee Newman 
Betty Joanne Powers 
William Bradford Puryear 
Cherie Kay Pyles 
Rebecca Taylor Queen 
Rickey Rakes 
Alice P. Robinson 
James Allen Ross 
Titus Gaylord Sheers 
Geoffrey Scott Sheils 
Rebecca Lynn Shields 
Brian Shumate 
T arie Angela Simpkins 
Edgar G. Simpson 
Elizabeth Thompson Simpson 
Yvonne M. Sink-Mockabee 
Steven David Spaulding 
Ronald Kyle Spence 
James Philip Stetzler 
Diane Lee Stinnett 
Richard Anthony Sullivan 
Victoria Langford T ambling 
Vicki Lynn Trogdon 
Eugene Oyiboamaka Ugwumgbor 
Janice M. Valentine 
Abigail Beulah Craft Varney 
Donna Elizabeth Vaughan 
Anita Lynne Walker 
Susan Lynne Ware 
Kathryn Dortha Watts 
Karen Lynn Weaver 
Scott Allan West 
Robert Douglas Whitehead 
James Timothy Whitener 
James Dean Whittaker 
Glenna Ramona Thompson Williamson 
Frank Clayborn Wright 
Margaret Christine Y audas 
Associate Degree Candidates 
The Associate degree honor graduates are distinguished by the Royal Blue Stoles and Tassels worn 
with their caps and gowns. With High Honors 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.7 to 4.0. 
Brenda Gay Allen 
Nancy B. Bogardus 
Charles Louis Cook 
Roberta Sue Talerico Ellison 
Steven Ward Hare 
Lora Elizabeth Hart 
Geneth Geraldine Krebs 
Kelli Renea Mays 
Carina Louise Card Newell 
Linda Kay Plaster 
Laura Louise Spelsberg 
Nancy Lorraine Webb 
Ava Marie Williams 
With Honors These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.3 to 3.69. Danita Sue Alt Larry A. Bailes Tanya Rena Baker Roberta Joan Barney Rebecca Sue Blevins Larry G. Caldwell Jamie Jo Catron ' John Frederick Davis Ella Marie Dixon Angela Adrena Eubanks Lisa Mae Felix Deborah Kay Flowers Juanita Liston Gardner Jess Willard Gundy, Jr. Jacqueline Suzanne Harbour Cynthia Burdette Harrah Mona Lynn Forshee Hartley Karin Lynne Heinz Patricia Ann Hunt Jill Ann Kessler Mark Kuhn Charles Henry Long Gaynelle Ann Lynch Gerald Lawrence Menendez Rebecca Ratcliff Metz Pamela Diane Moore Tina Louise Phillips Kristina Marie Polacek Clovis Alden Ray Tary L. Rhea David Allen Riggs Annette Pack Spence Linda Kay Webb Spurlock Stephen Charles Tucker Charles N. Zerkle, Jr. 
Military Commissions United States Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps 
The following individuals will be commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army 
at Marshall University, May 10, 1986: 
*David J. Ayersman, Regular Army (Field Artillery)
*Randall A. Bartlett, United States Army Reserve (Infantry)
*Robert R. Barton, Regular Army (Military Intelligence)
Dwain A. Barton, II, United States Army Reserve (Engineer)
*Joseph D. Coakley, United States Army Reserve (Military Police)
*Katrina K.Dowis, Regular Army (Military Police)
William P. Frame, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned)
*Robert M. Haney, United States Army Reserve (Field Artillery)
*Adrian H. Haynes, Jr, United States Army Reserve (Field Artillery)
John E. Jarvis, United States Army Reserve (Ordnance)
Craig A. Nessel, United States Army Reserve (Engineer)
*Jackie L. Palmer, United States Army Reserve (Field Artillery)
Timothy R. Pelfrey, United States Army Reserve (Ordnance)
John E. Price, United States Army Reserve (Field Artillery)
*Fr�d Ryan, United States Army Reserve (Engineer)
Paul R. Seidel, United States Army Reserve (Military Police)
Timothy C. Smith, United States Army Reserve (Chemical Corps)
John D. Stevens, United States Army Reserve (Chemical Corps)
Jon H. Wilhelm, United States Army Reserve (Engineer)
The following individuals have been commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army 
since May 1985: 
William T. Bailey, United States Army Reserve (Transportation Corps) 
Lori A. Lemon, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned) 
*Crystal L. Swann, Regular Army (Military Intelligence)
Mark T. Taylor, United States Army Reserve (Armor)
* Designates Distinguished Military Student
Profile of Marshall University 
Marshall College had a problem with 
its students: 
"The most decided objection we have 
to find to any considerable number (of 
the students) is the tendency to study too 
long hours, a tendency we are trying to 
correct ... "
The quotation comes from the 1909-10 
Marshall College Catalog and one 
historian has attributed it to President 
Lawrence J. Corbly. The historian added 
his own wry comment: "President Cor­
bly and his successors evidently met with 
considerable success in correcting this 
tendency." 
The problem of overzealous students 
may have been exaggerated. In any 
event, Marshall has had more serious 
problems in an often-turbulent history 
extending back to 1837--some 26 years 
before the state of West Virginia was 
born. 
The early history of Marshall is filled 
with colorful events and people. 
To put things in chronological 
perspective, the academic melodrama 
started in 1837 when the good citizens of 
Guyandotte and the farming country to 
the west--now the city of Huntington-­
decided they needed an annual school to 
provide for the education of their 
youngsters. 
Tradition records they met at the 
home of John Laidley, who assumed 
leadership of the project and named the 
new school Marshall Academy in honor 
of his friend, the late Chief Justice John 
Marshall. 
They decided to locate their · new 
school on a knoll known as "Maple 
Grove," site of a small log building called 
Mount Hebron Church. The structure 
also had served for some time as a 
subscription school for the area, open 
but three months each year. 
It remained a subscription school that 
summer, conducted by Isaac H. Peck. It 
wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the 
General Assembly of Virginia passed an 
act formally incorporating Marshall 
Academy and appointing Laidley and 
eight other men as trustees. 
On June 30 of that year, the trustees 
purchased from James and Lucy Holder-
by the one and one-fourth acre lot con­
taining their log "academy." The price: 
$40. 
That land is now the site of Old Main. 
The trustees proceeded to build a new 
two-story, brick building, 22 feet wide 
and SO feet long, containing four rooms. 
It was completed by February, 1839. 
The first full school term was con­
ducted in 1838-39 with Peck serving as 
principal for a salary of $500. 
In 1850, the academy and its financial 
obligations were accepted by the Con­
ference of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South. In 1858, Marshall 
Academy was renamed Marshall Col­
lege. 
The coming of the Civil War nearly 
spelled the end of the young college. 
Lack of financial support, accumulated 
debts, court action and the war itself 
forced the school to close its doors in 
1861. The property was sold at public 
auction. 
Mrs. Salina Mason bought the land 
and building for $1,500 for her father, 
John W. Hite. He was a Confederate 
sympathizer and could not appear in 
court in his own behalf. For the next few 
years, Hite and his family lived in the 
college building. 
During at least part of the war, a small 
school, probably a subscription school, 
was maintained at the college--fulfilling a 
provision in the original deed from James 
Holderby which specified it was to be us­
ed" ... for the express purpose of an Ac­
cademy (sic) and for no other use." The 
building also was used as a hospital dur­
ing part of the conflict. 
In the fall of 1866, the Southern 
Methodists made an attempt to regain 
control of the property, but were unable 
to raise enough money. 
Meanwhile, the new state of West 
Virginia had recognized the need for an 
institution to train teachers to serve the 
state's public schools. After many mon­
ths of wrangling over location, the 
Legislature on Feb. 27, 1867, voted ap­
proval of a bill establishing a "state 
normal school " to be located at Marshall 
College. 
L 
In order to get the college reopened, the voters of Cabell County approved a property tax levy amounting to $5,000. The state also appropriated funds and on Aug. 1, 1867, the schools' regents pur­chased the lot and building from Mrs. Mason for $3,600. The regents of the state normal school also authorized addi­tions and repairs amounting to about $3,800. During that period, the regents pur­chased an additional 10 acres land from William P. Holderby for $1,000. It turned out that there was a lien against the land and the regents had to ask the Legislature to authorize condemnation in order to obtain a valid title. In September, 1868, they obtained 13 and three-quarters acres at a price fixed at $1,375. This brought the college holdings to a total of 15 acres in order " ... that there might be ample room around the buildings, and that the Steward of the College might be able to provide material for his table ... " In 1868, Marshall needed land for far­ming. A hundred years later, the pro­blem was parking. The first session of Marshall College as a state normal school began June 15, 1868, and lasted 10 weeks, but financial problems continued to plague the school. The Legislature made no ap­propriation for salaries and expenses for the year 1879-80 and Principal A.O. Chesterman had to struggle to keep the school open with the money received from tuition fees. These were not ade­quate to provide a proper teaching staff. Matters began to improve during the administration of Thomas E. Hodges (1886-1896) as the state gradually increas­ed its financial support. During Hodges' last year, 1895-96, the school's enrollment exceeded 200 for the first time. The 1896 graduating class of 19 also was a record. Hodges was followed by Lawrence J. Corbly, who was to serve 19 years-the longest tenure of any Marshall president with the exception of Stewart H. Smith (1946-68). Corbly's administration marks a major turning point in Marshall's fortunes. Enrollment began a steady climb, from 258 in 1896-97 to 1,021 by 1907. In 1905, construction was started on the final section of Old Main. This is the familiar "towers" segment facing the main entrance to the campus on Hal Greer Boulevard. With its completion, Old Main consisted of five sections. Reading from the east, these were com­pleted in 1898, 1870, 1899, 1896 and 1907. The first edition of the campus newspaper, The Parthenon, was publish­ed in 1898, although there had been an earlier newspaper with a different name. Intercollegiate athletics got their start at Marshall during this period, with the first football team being fielded in 1898. The Marshall teams originally were known as the Blue and Black, but the now-familiar Green and White colors had been adopted by 1904. In May, 1907, the board of regents adopted a plan for the reorganization of the college. Among other things, the plan changed Corbly's title from "prin­cipal" to "president" and raised his salary to $2,500 a year. In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a secondary school. By 1912, the regents had added two years of study to the school's program, equivalent to the freshman and sophomore years in col­lege. In 1914, President Corbly recom­mended that " ... Marshall College should be made a 'college' in fact as well as in official name--a degree-conferring institution." But when Corbly retired in 1915, Mar­shall was still a thriving junior college. A few years later, however, his hopes were to be realized. In 1920, the State Board of Education approved Marshall's granting of a bachelor's degree in educa­tion. Teachers College conferred degrees upon four candidates in June, 1921. The years ahead were to see steady physical and academic expansion and Marshall became a university in 1961. By the fall of 1984 Marshall had an enroll­ment exceeding 11,500, a full-time faculty of 384 and 105 part-time instruc­tors. The small academy has become a major university operating nine colleges and schools: College of Liberal Arts, College of Fine Arts, College of Science, College of Education, College of Business, Graduate School, School of Medicine, Community College, and School of Nursing. 
Academic Her(lldry The custom of wearing academic regalia in the colleges and universities of the United States has been continuous since Colonial times. The colors indicating fields of study and degrees conferred are now of standard significance and at Marshall University show in the hoods worn by the Master's and Doctoral degree candidates. Hoods for both Master's and Doctor's are made of black, lined with silk chevrons in the official .colors of the university conferring the degree, and trimmed with velvet collars in colors distinctive of the degree. The hoods of the Marshall Faculty represent the many institutions and variety of degrees that com­prise a university faculty. MARSHALL UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL Master of Arts - White Master of Science - Golden Yellow Master of Business Administration - Drab Master of Arts in Journalism - Crimson Master of Education - Light Blue MARSHALL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL Doctor of Medicine - Green FACULTY HOODS - MASTER'S AND DOCTOR'S Arts and Humanities .......................... White Business and Accountancy ...................... Drab Economics .................................. Copper Education ................................ Light Blue Engineering ................................. Orange Home Economics ............................ Maroon Journalism ... .- ............................. Crimson Lib�ary Science .............................. Lemon Medicine .................................... Green Music ......................................... Pink Nursing .................................... Apricot Philosophy ............................... Dark Blue Physical Education ........................ Sage Green Science .............................. Golden Yellow Social Science ...................... ·.......... Cream Theology .................................... Scarlet At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor's degrees do not wear hoods. The color of the tassel on their caps indicates their field of study in accordance with the legend above. 
Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Education Candidates presented by Allen A. Mori, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 1986 Bachelor of Arts Brenda Jo Abraham Eugenia Tiller Adams Natalie Lynn Adams Kimberly Dawn Adkins Bonnie Lynn Alford Deborah Anne Artrip Kathryn L. Ash Anne Elizabeth Ayersman Paul A. Bailey Wayne Arnold Bailey Shirley Mae Baisden Mary Lou Bell Roxanne Marie Belue Brenda Gayle Blatt Jennifer Diane Booten Michele Marie Borsuk Patricia Ann Boyd Kelly Susan Browning Cynthia Lynn Bryan Lisa Noe Buchanan Sherri Ann Cagigas Gary Allen Carpenter Patty Lou Cazad Thelma Ruth Chaffin Pamela Endicott Clayborne Anthony Paul Cline Deborah Rae Cline Gloria G. Cline Geraldine Ann Collins Rhea La' Net Conley Kimberly Dawn Cremeans Brenda Gayle Davis Martin St. John deCourcy Rebecca Lynn Dillon Karen Ann Domby Julia Lea Doss Sandra Skaggs Duncan Cheryl Kay Dunlap Robert Hall Eppes Joan Leslie Fenney James Harrison Ford Suzanne Marie Forney Talisa Ann Fox Jane Ann Frideczky Carrie D. Gibson Karen Kelly Gilligan Barbara Faye Grimmett Gidget Lynn Nash Gue Teresa M. Hall Frances D. Harbour Robin Lynn Harless Angela Jo Harrah Tammy Jo Akers Hartenstein Jane Anne Hawkins Jane Nichole Mayfield Hicks C. J. HillRobert L. Hogan John Michael Hopkins Traci Lynn Houck Janet Dawn Jones Howell Carol Rosalie Connolly Hughart Linda Ruth Meade Hurley Fran Laveeta Jackson Kimberly Dawn Johnson Elizabeth Kay Justice Kimberly Ann Kennedy Sheri Lynn Kinder Rebecca Lynn King Ronald Lee King Nancy Miriam Kowalesky Sharon LeRoy Lanham Mary Ellen Logsdon Angela Dawn Martin Janetta Ann Matthews Shari Jean McClung Joseph P. Meadows Margaret Louise Meadows Elizabeth Ann Miller Daniel L. Mollette Andrew Alan Moore Meredith Joan Moore Garry E. Morris Larry Karl Morris Margo Y. Mounts Jill Annette Mussman Jami Sue Napier Robin Lynn Nelson ,.. 
Roderick E. Nelson Deanna Lee New Shelly Dee Newman Julie Elaine Gibson Payton Karen Lynn Perdue Charles Henry Peterson, Jr. Jennifer Carlton Phillips Kelli Armetta Presley John Edgar Price Courtney Jo Proctor Mary Elizabeth Haydu Puckett Rickey Rakes Ralph E. Rider Michelle Suzanne Ringoot Alice P. Robinson Joni Jill Sheets Yvonne M. Sink-Mockabee Stephen Chester Slater Beverly Chaffin Slone Linda C. Smith Lula Denise Smith Minnie Mae Richardson Smith Phyllis Darlene Smith Robin Annette Smith Kimberly Lynn Childers Sparks Daniel Aaron Staggs Matthew Thomas Starcher Lana Susan Stewart Patricia Ann Cyrus Stiltner Fred McKinley Tackett Karen Suzanne Tackett Dorothy Marie Thompson Mary Beth Tinney Carl Edward Tomblin Lora Beth Traxler Brenda Gail Adkins Trimboli Melisa Carol Ward Susan Lynne Ware Barbara E. White Daniel E. Woods Frank Clayborn Wright Elizabeth Anne Zain Bachelor of Science Brian Shumate Carl Raymond Vance 
Degrees Granted December 18, 1985 Bachelor of Arts Deidra Kay Adkins Reginald Mark Adkins Scott Anthony Adkins Karen Sue Jones Appell Elizabeth W. Amey Willard Lee Ball Rebecca Jo Bier Teresa Lynne Bills Robert Steven Bowers Marsha Brennan Sherri Annette Brunty Shari Paige Burger Debra Kay Burkhammer Brenda M. Caplinger Craig Steven Carpenter Sharlyn Sue Halley Chaffin Kimberly Jo Billups Chafin Phyllis Ann Chancey Teresa Lynn Chapman Grace J. Chirico Lynn Marie Cole Wanda Sue Addair Crawford Leneda Jo Crews Tina Karlene Davis Mary Grade DePolo Douglas Shawn Dewese Kathryn Ellen Eakle Teresa Sue Feller Karen Sue Flouhouse Tammy Ann Fortner Nancy Louise Gard Randy Lee Gawthrop Larry Allen Gibbs Elinor Judy Gibson Sheila Lynn Hale Andrew B. Hamilton Cecilia Lynn Hatfield Kimberly Renea Sheriff Henderson Thomas Bernard Hoffman Carolyn Elaine Howard John Edwin Hutcheson, Sr. Sally Ann Jacobs Jan Marie Hensley Jessie Stephen Patrick Jessie Jeffrey Scott Jones Kimberly Kay Kesecker Janet S. Kincaid Katherine Kaye Kirk Dickie Lee Lanham Barbara Lee Law Jane Marie Leslie Hayden Beman Lloyd Letha Marie Long Helena A. Lusher Eugeni Vincent May James C. McGehee, Jr. Brooke Leigh McNeal Susan Annette Meadows Teresa Lynn Mobley Sally Ann Thompson Moore Deborah Lynn Nagy Elicia Faith Nicholas Mary Beth Oliverio Debra Hutchinson Overby Myra Conn Parsley Lance Allen Partlow Suzanne Henderson Potterfield Stephanie Bennett Price Beth Allyson Martin Prichard James Howard Proctor Monica Ann Redling Cindy Marie Reynolds Kelly Dawn Richardson Jane Lee Romine Sherri Lea Ross Debra Jane Schaefer Barbara Hite Shiley Dale Henry Simpkins T arie Angela Simpkins Robin Lynn Skaggs Sherry Diane Smith Jacqueline Ann Snyder 
Vickie Lynn Parsons Sparks Linda Sue Spence Cindy Renee Steiner James Philip Stetzler Priscilla Rae Stollings Juan Ramon Stout Sharon Ann Summerfield Teresa Annette Thacker Jeffrey Warren Vallandingham Sharon M. VanOoteghem Carolyn Sue Egnor Walls Christi Ann Walters Rhonda Leigh Wellman Vanessa Gail Winkfield 
Degrees Granted August 16, Bachelor of Arts 1985 Kelly Lynn Bickel Mary Christina Boyle Dina Cain Collins Dana Ostrenger Forrester John Mark Hall Carol Copeland Hastie Sonia Kelly Irwin Donna Joyce Jackson Michael Arthur King Lisa Beth Lee Kristina Anne Maeland Margaret Ann Woods Pack Geoffrey Keith Perry Jenny Lynne Ramsey Elizabeth Thompson Simpson Dorinda Lee Smith 
Degrees Granted July 12, 1985 Bachelor of Arts Deborah Ruth Adkins Shelia Lucas Adkins Kelly Lynn Aills Kabir Badamasi Nannetta Joan Borsuk Debra Marlene Harris Lena Faye Hatfield Lois Ann Jones Gary Wayne Marshall Rosanna Nicholas Fredrick Dale Perry Cherie Kay Pyles Hugh Russell Wright, III Loretta Gayle Wright Bachelor of Science Mary Catherin Hinkle Lilly Margaret Lewis John L. Smith, Jr. Victoria Langford Tambling Sharon Lynn Waggy Jill Zegeer Bachelor of Science Constance Lynn Williams Gloria Denise Sage Jennifer Hope Topping D. Michael WallaceAngela Marie WareTommy Jeff Willis, Jr.
College of Liberal Arts Candidates presented by Emory W. Carr, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 1986 Bachelor of Arts Timothy Raymond Abbott Claude Henry Allen Karlene L. Allen Barbara Ann Aretz Anne Elizabeth Asbury Carrie Lee Auman David Joseph Ayersman Mark Thomas Ayersman William Edwin Bailey, II William Lee Bands Roberta Joan Barney Randall Alan Bartlett Donald Scott Bell Theresa Lynn Bland Rebecca Weed Blevins Terri Lynn Bowen Sonya Renee Brannon Karen Janene Poteet Brumfield Stephen Joseph Brun Debra Ann Chatterton Campbell Angela Kaye Chapman Annette Renee Chapman Joseph Okwy Chukwu Tina Marie Clemmons Joseph Darrell Coakley Jennifer Jean Cole Linda S. Cole David Alexander Collins Pamela Gay Davis Maria Susan Diaz Ramona Lynn Dinsmore Katrina Koleen Dowis Deborah DeBarr Dye Crystal Lynn Ellis Lyle John Fairless Jerry Lee Floyd Bobette DeAnn Gilkerson Kimberly Anne Halbert Godfrey Laura L. Gray Penney Ann Hall Kimberly Sue Happney Kimberly Leigh Harbour John Harvey, III Deborah Ann Herford Angela Kay Hill David Michael Holley Teresa Lynn Brown Horton Charles D. Hoskins, Jr. Cheryl Dawn Hoskins Nadine Hoston Lisa Ann Hughes Ruth Mary Ingram Lori Layne Jett Billie Irene Rowe Johnson Katherine Lenore Johnson Randall Jack Johnson Linda Lorraine Jones Shawn David Kaplan Leah Anne Kelley Kimberly Lynne Kerns Diane M. Klavoon James Komisar, Jr. Allen Quarles Ladd, Jr. Jeffrey Steven Lane Tammy Gayle Lepp Vanessa Lynn Long Michael S. Mahoney Marita Christine Manakkil Valerie Gail Massie Arvie Leon Maynard Douglas Edward McClure Brian Dale McCollister Judith Anne McConkey Anthony Brent McDonie John Joseph McOwen, Jr. Kelly Dawn Mitchell Dena Lynne Moore Martha Denise Morgan Christopher Gene Morris Molly Anne Munchmeyer Cheryl Ann Musgrave John Maynard Natale Patrick Bruce Neff Kayvon Fareydoon Nezhad Robin Leigh Orr Pamela Kaye Owens Deborah Ann Perry-Martin William Bradford Puryear Bryan Keith Pyle Elizabeth Anne Ramsey Jessie Lynn Richardson Sonja Lee Robson James Allen Ross Terence Thomas Rowsey Pam King Sams Marjorie Elaine Sheppard Martin Keith Shumate Gerald Michael Sigmon Edgar G. Simpson Susan Patricia Snodgrass Nancy Friend Stapleton William Barnett St. Clair Jennifer Ann Sullivan Richard Anthony Sullivan Donald Mark Tarter Mary Elizabeth Thomas Marc Eliot Tissenbaum Eugene Oyiboamaka Ugwumgbor ,. 
r Tracy L. Urian Abigail Beulah Craft Varney Kevin Brent Varney Jeanne A. Ware Jennifer Lynn Waterman James Arthur Weidemoyer Jeanne Marie Wells John B. White John Kent Wilfong Pamela Lynn Wilkinson Marti Lynn Williams Ronald Allen Worley Deanna J. Worrell Lorie Ann Wyant Bachelor of Science Jackson L. Carper, Jr. Humphrey Chinedu Chianumba Jonathan Harris Derbyshire Sharon Louise Fulks Matthew Albert Kelly Gene Meadows Bachelor of Social Work Willa Hampton Hope 
Degrees Granted December 18, 1985 Bachelor of Arts William Kennie Bass, Jr. Tina Lynn Beardsley Shirley Racine Birdwell-Gue Janice Louise Boggs Michael Andrew Brison Arthur F. Clark Joni Suelyn Cooper Rebecca Trump Daugherty John Phillip Fisher Mary Ann Grubbs Fox Brian Scott Hall Randall William Hemann Martha S. Herbert Edward Eugene Jackson Genise Ritter Lalos Charles Davis Lawson, Jr. Matthew Joseph Lucero Darrel Lee Morrison, II Deborah Suzanne Motley Dianna Kay Null Kathy K. Peltekian Jeanette Renee Perry Paul Raymond Seidel Eric Watson Shelburne Sara Ann Stoffregen Grover David Tadlock Lori Ann Templin Stewart Gregory Thompson Anna Pearl Trahern Shawn Henderson Wahl Karen Lynn Weaver Ann Elaine Whitely 
Degrees Granted August 16, 1985 Bachelor of Arts Diana Calhoun Bell Carolyn Triquina Brown Patricia Lynn Owens Campbell Angela Anne Carrico Benjamin Ogueri Enwerem Wendi Racia Evans Kimberly Suzanne Hamilton Kimberly Ann Hendrick Laura Ann Leslie Virgil Lee Lockhart, III Thomas David Maxwell Linda Linette Meggett Bachelor of Science Donna Marie Crookshanks Sharon Gail Maynard James Edward O'Brian Debra Kay Richmond Bachelor of Social Work Laura Lee Beal Debra Lynn Honaker Bill Michael Merritt Megumi Onishi Teresa Ann Prather Sandra Elizabeth Walker 
Degrees Granted July 12, 1985 Bachelor of Arts Matthew Richard Blake Robert Matthew Botta M. Elizabeth CrowtherMary McCroskey DavisworthYolanda Michelle DraineSharon Jean EasthomThomas Nyle Walter HoughtonBret Mathew MassaroBeverly Neville RoyalRebecca Lynn ShieldsLeona Doreen Wood Bachelor of Science Estill William Adams Lisa Gay Alley Bachelor of Social Work Lee Ann Hendricks 
College of Business Candidates presented by Robert P. Alexander, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 1986 Bachelor of Business Administration 
Paul Michael Adams 
Wayne Brent Adams 
Lori Adams Adkins 
Robert Clarence Adkins 
John Wilbur Alderman 
John Francis Amendola 
Harry Randall Applegate 
Joyce Arlene Armstrong 
Gabriel Maduka Azubuike 
Rosa Rollins Baker 
Lynne Ann Barber 
Leigh Ann Barnes 
Melanie Ann Barr 
Virginia Jean Bertozzi 
Kimberly Jane Bickers 
Joni Marie Black 
Catherine Vichitra Boonsue-Adams 
Elizabeth A. Brun 
Lindsay Ann Bunting 
Lucinda Jo Burgess 
Belinda Nadine Burley 
Lloyd Allen Burner 
Robert F. Callaghan 
Virginia Sue Callahan 
Gary Dean Carmichael 
Bret L. Chandler 
Paul Wesley Chapman 
Robert Alan Chapman 
William Gregory Cordell 
Patricia Elizabeth Culp 
Dwayne Edward Cyrus 
Bradford Dale Damron 
Mark Stephen Damron 
Roderick Lee Daniels 
Anne Lauree Davis 
Cynthia Dawn Davis 
Susan Renee Anderson Dillard 
Todd Franklin Dingess 
Paul Wendell Duffy, Ill 
Addie Buckley Dunbrack 
Vincent Timothy Dunn 
Susan Mary Dziagwa 
Scott Christopher Ecker 
Robert Scott Eddy 
Sara Lynn Edwards 
Vicki Arenna Emswiler 
Harry Lee Estep 
Deborah Lynn Evans 
Rebecca Annette Eveland 
Mitchell Wayne Farrar 
Deborah Ann Fenwick 
Susan Lynn Williams Fitzpatrick 
Ronald Ray Gardner 
Sandra Jean Gillispie 
Robert Edward Graham 
Alice Jane Hainor 
Robert Mitchell Haney 
David Glenn Harrah 
Charles Eddy Heiner 
Julia Karen Higginbotham 
Edwin Keith Hollandsworth 
Robert Kenneth Holley, Jr. 
Gary Paul Humphrey 
Kristina Gibson Hunter 
Thomas Anthony Hutchinson 
Melanie Ann Inscoe 
Bertonya LaVae Ison 
James Shead Jackson, Jr. 
Roger Stanley James 
Darlene May Jett 
Kim Hadaria Johnson 
Timothy Ray Justice 
Karen Judith Keller 
Robert Lee King 
Bruce Alan Kirk 
Beth Michelle Kraus 
Timothy Wayne Lewis 
David Andrew Lively 
John Thomas Logan 
Mark Allen Lunsford 
Beth Ann Mabe 
Keith Edward Madden 
Randall Alan Maynard 
Scott Alan McClanahan 
Blake Allen McClellan 
Cynthia Anne McCready 
John Henry McDermitt 
Ronald Lee Metcalf 
Richard Edward Miller 
James Albert Mitchell 
Catherine Dwyer Mooney 
Craig Allen Morrison 
Marchelle Denise Neal 
Dava Jean Nedeff 
Letitia Ann Neese 
Cynthia Jane Odekirk 
Gregory Phillip Ogle 
Paul Anusiem Okoro 
John Chukwuemeka Okoye 
Karen Leigh Osborne 
Renee Anne Pakstis 
Stephen Wayne Panaro 
Jonathan Bradley Perkins 
Gregory Alan Phillips 
Ann Elizabeth Pitkin 
Betty Joanne Powers Kimberly Allyn Powers Susan Ann Raines Hope Lynn Rice James Lee Roberts Diane Lynn Rohal Albert D. Romero Jill Ann Saunders James Vernon Seaton Geoffrey Scott Sheils Robert Alan- Shingleton Dana Irvin Shope Timothy David Sizemore Larry Keith Skeens Billy Jack Smith Brad Duane Smith Lisa Elaine Smith Marisa Ann Smith Michael Scott Smith Steven David Spaulding Robin Ann Stark Jon Anthony Starkey David W. Stevenson Karen Lynn Noble Stone Richard Bennett Summerfield Kimberly Tassen Darlene Carol Templeton Michael V. Terry Paul Warren Thomas Michael Eugene Thompson Deborah Florence Tomlinson Mark Forest Underwood Deborah Lynn Vanliew Russell William Villars Lisa Kaye Vogelsang Thomas Joseph Wanbaugh Kathryn Dortha Watts Scott Allan West Susan Deenice White James Timothy Whitener John Thomas Whitener James Dean Whittaker Cheryl Deneen Wilkes Mark Anthony Williams Charles Edward Williamson, II Susan Denise Winter Lance James Wooldridge Charlotte Dee Wright Diana Lynn Yarber Charles Phillip York Brenda Louise Zeleznak Bachelor of Science Barbara Lee Caulkins L. Elizabeth DamewoodJack William HayesBasima JahrGary Darin JewellCharles Thomas MarshJeffery Scott MillerCynthia Lee Tolley NicholsRebecca Lynn RahalManoj Kumar SekhawatLaura Teresa SmithVicki Lynn TrogdonPaulina Tseng
Degrees Granted December 18, 1985 Bachelor of Business Administration Gregory Allen Adkins Terry Alan Adkins Shane Michael Akers Peter Ford Allinder Kathy Lynn Morris Anderson Stephen Franklin Ashworth William Timothy Bailey Michael Stanley Baker William Edward Bane Timothy Dale Belknap Jerry Wayne Bell Julian Russell l?ennett Jeffrey Owen Borman David Alan Bdyle Jeffrey Daryl Browning Lawrence Michael Carder Amanda Carter-Sheahan Franklin Jay Carter Laurin Leslie Carver Gary Wayne Cash Dorothy Poynter Castleberry Lisa Renee Floyd Casto Garland Edward Chamberlain Teresa Renee Chapman Brien Mitchell Chase Jeffrey Todd Collett Bruce Edwin Curry Jerome Curry, II Robert Clay Cyrus Jacquelyn Lashawn Day Carol Ann Varner Dunn Joetta Kay Schoolcraft Edmonds Jessica Lynn Edwards Charles Bradford Fenton Catherine Anne Fletcher David Andrew Ford Terry Lee Foster Bonnie Beverly Freeman Douglas Alan Freeman Lisa Jo Gasper James Onnie Goodman David Lee Groves Brenda Kay Haga Kyle Walter Hall Harold Scott Hathaw�y Earl Wesley Heiner, III Janine Gayle Herrold William George Herrold Jay Franklin Hinkle James Dewey Hluska Darrell Edward Hoffman Julie Marie Javins Stacey Renee Johnson Linda Kay Jones Kim Alan Keller Jeffrey Allen Kincaid David Wayne Kirby Tara Londeree Kueker Beth Ann Kyle Susan Jo Lake 
Randi Jean Lamm 
Debra Ann Lawrence 
Lee Randall Lewis 
Mark David Mannion 
Michele Lynn Stephenson Marra 
Betty Ann McNeely 
Abbas Mohammad Mian 
Gary Scott Miller 
Kristi June Miller 
Ronald Darrell Miller 
Stacey Ann Miller 
Thomas Huston Miller 
Bruce Paul Morris 
Laura Jane Muth 
Terry Lee Nelson 
Brian Max O'Dell 
Ifeanyi Chiedu Okoye 
Thomas Alan Osburn 
Edwin Humphrey Pancake 
Lora Lee Pelfrey 
Todd Dean Pridemore 
Anne Jackson Rathbone 
Kelley Jean Rice 
Mark T. Robbins 
James Lee Robinson 
Mark Troy Rooper 
Jeb Stuart Ryder 
Todd Allen Sammons 
Mindy Lea Seacrist 
Carol Elaine Sherman 
Perry Hoover Shy 
India Jane Smith 
Anne Houston Snyder 
Marylew Beth Spurlock 
Stephen Henry Stark 
Angela Lynn Stevens 
Diane Lee Stinnett 
Lindsey William Tanner 
Willie Lawson Varney 
Cornelia Virginia Watkins 
Jay Derek Watson 
Steve J. Wendt 
Degrees Granted August 16, 1985 Bachelor of Business Administration 
David Max Adams 
Vance Ethan Bunn 
James Robert Chenoweth 
Jonathan David Copenhaver 
Lydia Denise Donta 
Richard Eugene Fliess 
Douglas Simpson Ford 
Lorita Carlisle Garipoli 
Donald Scot Graham 
Anne Dieckmann Harman 
Vincent Arthur Johnkoski 
James Arthur Johnson 
Bernard A. Jordan 
Sheldon Lee LaTulipe, Jr. 
Anthony John Lellie 
Christopher John Lilly 
Darren Gene McComas 
James Stanley Moore 
Lucian Edgar Napier 
Robert Pasko, II 
Roy Elio Poloni 
Mattliew Stephen Redling, Jr. 
Tammie Lee Rowe 
Rosanna Jean Smith 
Richard Leslie Wheeler 
Greg White 
Karen Susan Whitmore 
Margaret Christine Y audas 
Charles Andrew Zulauf Bachelor of Science 
Laurie Virginia Beldon 
David Eugene Fisher 
Gary Michael Florian 
John C. Hill 
Dan Edward Jeffers 
Patrick Nicholas Joseph 
Larry Compton Judy 
Thomas Floyd Maynard 
Cathy Annette Mills 
John David Riffe 
Mary Jane Roach 
Ronald Kyle Spence 
Rodney Lane Stidom 
David Kirk Stiltner 
Gary Lee Thacker 
George Arlington Totty, II 
Debra Jean White 
Jon William Wollenzien, Jr. Bachelor of Science 
Robin Rena Hill 
Dale Wesley Wright 
Degrees Granted July 12, 1985 Bachelor of Business Administration Henry Lee Buckland Gregory Allen Carter Michael Duane Copenhaver Keith Douglas Edwards Andrew R. Filchak Barbara Ellen Silverman Fleming Todd Michael Forney Archie Eugene Gambrel Carolyn Goff Hanks Jacqueline Evette Helm Katharine Lynn Johnson Tandra Ann Jones Michele Dare Mason Selena Ja,ne Mehle Athanasius Uchechukwu Ogoh Mark Alan Runyon Gregory Alan Stewart Lorena Suay Kevin Christopher Sullivan Helen Michelle Tyree William Scott Walsh Erica Lewis Wilder Thomas Alfred Williams Bachelor of Science Glen Joseph McCormick, Jr. Stefan Gerard McGuckin 
College of Science Candidates presented by E. S. Hanrahan, Dean Candidates for Degrees May 10, 1986 Bachelor of Science 
Marvin Kent Adkins 
Betty J. Andershock 
Rachel Joy Beliran Andrada 
Susan Jean Barrett 
Roy Thomas Bowden, III 
Kimberly Ann Brown 
Thomas John Carr 
Allison Lee Cotton Casto 
Rhonella Chaffin 
Robert Todd Chambers 
Kevin James Conaway 
James Lee Cummings, II 
Raifu 0. Durodoye 
Eric Scott Eanes 
Brad Eugene Emrick 
Clayton Ferguson 
James Todd Foumey 
Jacque A. Gabritsch Fowler 
Jeffrey Dale Goad 
John Christopher Gross 
Gregory Alan Hale 
Jay Matthew Hayner 
Leigh Ann Hensley 
Judith Renee Ennis Hissom 
Anne Margaret Hoylman 
Harold Stewart Jeter 
Walter Taylor King 
Keith Edwin Leap, II 
David B. Matics 
Curtis Michael McAnallen 
Frederick Mitchell McCallister 
Sandra F. McDowell 
Kim Renee Milam 
Tamara Sue Minnix 
David Ellman Miranda 
Terri Lynn Mitchell 
William Robert Mitchell 
William Brian Mullen Bachelor of Science in Chemistry 
Brian Keith Brewer 
Walter Robert Klepadlo Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology 
Myra Lyn Baldwin 
Linda Lou Lloyd 
Cynthia A. Robbins 
Charles Edwin Smith Bachelor of Science in Cytotechnology 
Scott Alan Henry 
Robert Ernest Norman 
Deborah Lanore Parsons 
Cathy Jane Rase 
Taofik Anwar Sadat 
Titus Gaylord Sheers 
Bridget Ella Shoe 
Lisa Sharon Smith 
Roger Allen Smith 
Linda Staley 
Thomas Wesley Steele 
Matthew Patrick Taylor 
Anita Lynne Walker 
Mark Brian Watson 
Matthew Byron Watson 
Robert Douglas Whitehead 
Karen Sue Winters 
James Calvin Young 
Degrees Granted December 18, 1985 Bachelor of Science 
Renato Nicdao Fernandez 
Thea Marie Klingberg 
Beth Ann Lloyd 
Bruce A. Miller 
Linda R. Neal 
David Scott Niday Bachelor of Science 1n Chemistry 
Donald Ray Jarrell Degrees Granted August 16, 1985 Bachelor of Science 
Paul Joseph Babinski 
Richard Brian Boster 
Myra Anne Bumgardner 
Kimberly Ann Ellis 
ljoma Reuben Enebeli 
John Lee Gilkerson 
Tanya Lynn Kinnaird Leach 
Mia Ann Maselli Bachelor of Science 1n Chemistry 
Timothy Sherwood Thompson Degrees Granted July 12, 1985 Bachelor of Science 
Farhad Entezamvaziri 
Scott Edward Frye 
Crystal Levette Gue 
Jeffrey Thomas Neill Bachelor of Science 1n Medical Technology 
Tina Turner 
Sandra Elaine Nolte 
Kimberly Lynn Marshall Randall 
Felicity Mercedes Warren 
Kimberlee Mudge 
Rebecca Taylor Queen 
Barbara Ann Rhodes 
Nworah Nweke Onyiaorah 
William Claude Pack, II 
College of Fine Arts Candidates presented by Paul A. Balshaw, Dean Candidates for Degrees May 10, 1986 Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Robert William Alford 
Lynda Annette Bland 
Barbara Hertig Brandt 
David Thomas Chafin 
Jack Edwin Cummins 
Wilbert Edwin Heaberlin 
Richard Donovan Johnson 
Jeffrey Lee Morehead 
Shelly Lee Ramsey 
Paul Eugene Reynolds 
Julia Lyman Smith D·egrees Granted December 18, 1985 Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Linda Warren Anderson 
Kevin Clark Cade 
Jeffrey Tate Caskey 
Leigh Beth Dyke 
Kenneth Hobart Foster 
Pamela Sue Stevens Degree Granted August 16, 1985 Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Barbara Jane Schwartz 
Glen Kiah Williamson 
School of Nursing Candidates presented by Phyllis F. Higley, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 1986 Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Paul Howard Alexander 
Glenna Bailey Altizer 
H. Susan Berry
Jennifer Denise Bradbury
Denise Gay Blake Carpenter
Jeri Lynn Carver
Joy Faye Cline
Taube Marie Cyrus
Shannon Michael Davis
Margaret Lutz Donley
Ardena M. Doolin
Mary Marcum Elam
Pamela Lee Harbour 
Vena Lynne Huffman 
Margaret Felty Hurtz 
Danitzca Elena Janssen 
Thomas Allen Jennings 
Faith Annette Johnson 
Tara Lynn Keams 
Barbara Ann King 
Jane Ann Meador 
Katherine Cook Miller 
Tammy Lynn Powers Minor 
Jennifer Jo Moore Associate in Science in Nursing 
Lisa Marie Asbury 
Rebecca Anne Barnett 
Kelly Rae Beane 
Paul Michael Bennett 
Rhonda Denise Black 
Darline Evonne Boggs 
Debra Lynne Campbell 
Sean Pickett Clark 
Sheri L. Cooper 
Elizabeth Dianne Curry 
Penny Kay Davis 
Kimberly Kay Dizmang 
Irma Mae Dodson 
Ada Jacqueline Hill Edwards 
Laura Jeanne Elliott 
Angela Adrena Eubanks 
Regina Ann Evans 
Trisha Jane Glenn 
Taylor Evan Hadley 
Elizabeth Anne Butler Hammack 
Patricia Ann Hancock 
Jacqueline Suzanne Harbour 
Ryan Lee Henry 
Elizabeth Anne Hudkins 
Mary Kathleen Machesney Hudnall 
Patricia Ann Hunt 
Elizabeth Lea Jarrell 
Martha J. Jenkins 
Albert Jeffrey Kaplan 
Jacqueline Delores Lilly 
Gladys Bentley Murray 
Diane Lynne O'Neal 
Anne Harding Roberts 
Kimberly Sue Sammons 
Donna Bell Senten 
Linda Louise Stover 
Rosa Jeanine Ellis Thomas 
Robert T. Townsend 
Janice M. Valentine 
Donna Elizabeth Vaughan 
Sandra Theresa Wilson 
Anita P. Long Lucas 
Karon Jo McCloud 
Shelli Alisa Myrtle 
Nancy Lynn Nicholas 
Mary Jo Piepenbrink 
Mark Allen Poff 
Kathy Sue Starkey 
Julia Kei Stevens 
Linda L. Stohr 
Delberta Lynn Stowers 
Gina Dee Thompson 
Sally Lee Baker Wells 
Phyllis G. York 
F" 
Degrees Granted December 18, 1985 Associate in Science in Nursing 
Sarah Beth Pettry 
Dawna Elizabeth Shaw 
Regents Bachelor of Arts Candidates presented by Carol A. Smith, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 1986 Regents Bachelor of Arts Dale Keith Adkins Rockne E. Bender Carl E. Berlin, Jr. Nancy B. Bogardus Reynaldo Palomares Castillo Douglas Bradner Chambers Donna Sullivan Cihota James Cline, Jr. Sonya Hess Davis Joy Lynn Farrish LaDonna Bellomy Flower Walter C. Fluharty Albert Lee Hall Teddy Glenn Hedgecock Sharon J. Higginbotham Gwendolyn Panchita Dixon Howard Douglas D. Jones Troy Dean McNett Thomas Ray Moreland David Karl Mott ,Danny Jay Neale 'Roger Dale Perkins Mark Alan Rigney Pleasant Larus Stark Janet Marcella Warren Thomas Ephriam Wise, Jr. Patrick Robert Woelfel 
Degrees Granted December 18, 1985 Regents Bachelor of Arts Dena Edith Bailes Michael Darrell Bailey Gregory Reed Barry James Robert Billheimer William Bradford Blanchard, Jr. James D. Fields Charles William Hall Lois Bone Hamrick Gregory Keith Hesson Douglas Jerome Jackson Dennis R. James Richard M. Jones, Jr. David E. Linville Ernest Harold Marcum Michael Guinn McComas Larry Allen Mullett Joseph D. Pryor Johnny Lovel Robertson Inez Anna Marie Rotan Mahala Booten Spurlock Maria Teresa Stallo Janice May Parker Terral Darryl Eugene Vance Glenna Ramona Thompson Williamson Rebecca Lynn Williamson 
Degrees Granted August 16, 1985 Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Lowell Keith Davis Cheyrl Anne Jenkins 
Edward Gay Fairchild 
Drema Crabtree Hackworth 
L. Cherie Oliveto Palm
Karen Wright Readshaw
Degrees Granted July 12, 1985 
i :. Regents Bachelor of Arts 
II 
Paula Sue Bocook 
Linda Ceola Ellis Fisher 
Carolyn Meadows Frazier 
Kay Seplocha Lioy 
Walter Wilson Starkey, IV 
Samuel Kennon Taylor 
Julian W. Neal 
Arthur H. Powers 
Community College Candidates presented by F. David Wilkin, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 1986 Associate in Applied Science 
Jenny Lee Ackerman 
Danita Sue Alt 
Elizabeth Laura Appell 
Katherine Lynn Armstrong 
Diane Sharon Atkinson 
Roberta Joan Barney 
Rebecca Sue Blevins 
Leonard Ray Bocook 
Nancy B. Bogardus 
Carol Lynn Brunty 
Karen Sue Burch 
Kellie Jean Butcher 
Larry G. Caldwell 
Susanne Callaway 
Jamie Jo Catron 
Byron Keith Chanoine 
Alice Lynn Chapman 
Bettie Jean Boster Chapman 
Mary Alice Smith Chapman 
Jennie Donna Claybourne Clay 
Margie Maria Clements 
Sheanean Ronale Clemont 
Julie Ann Collins 
Kimberly Lynn Conn 
Charles Louis Cook 
James Earl Crist 
John Frederick Davis 
Gregory Scott Dent 
Helen Rethear Dickerson 
Stacy L. Dille 
Carla Chadwick Drown 
Carla Dannette Eden 
Roberta Sue Talerico Ellison 
Lisa Mae Felix 
Kelly Lewis Foster 
Kira A. Fox 
JoAnna Gail Fry 
Phyllis Jean Frye 
Candy Sue Fulks 
Candi Lynn Hall Gampp 
Billye Dove Garrett 
Emily Jane Gillian 
Brenda Kay Goddard 
Melissa Gail Griffith 
Heidi Grosseluemern 
Leah Jeanine Hall 
Lisa Marie Halliwell 
Sharon Rose Hannaman 
Robin Darlene Hardman 
Mona Lynn Forshee Hartley 
Karin Lynne Heinz 
Tessa Susette Hudson 
Terri Leigh Jones 
Jill Ann Kessler 
Geneth Geraldine Krebs 
Kelly Jean Kryzak 
Mark Kuhn 
John P. Lantz 
Ruth Louise Long 
Rhonda Caldwell Lowe 
Gaynelle Ann Lynch 
Tina Leigh Marcum 
Carolyn Sue Maynard 
Kelli Renea Mays 
Erin Kathleen McCann 
Judith Ann Duncan McWhorter 
Rebecca Ratcliff Metz 
William Russell Miller 
Timothy Scott Millne 
Pamela Diane Moore 
Carina Louise Card Newell 
Clarise Gaye Paige 
Robin Sue Parsons 
Kelly Dawn Peyton 
Linda Kay Plaster 
Kristina Marie Polacek 
Tary L. Rhea 
David Allen Riggs 
Monica Diane Lemon Shafer 
Vickie Lynn Short 
Mary Jane Smith 
Laura Louise Spelsberg 
Annette Pack Spence 
Virginia Mae Stafford 
Diane Susan Stanley 
Wesley L. Stanley 
Laura Alice Stapleton 
Kelli Lea Thurman 
Melissa Dawn Tooley 
Jim Trautwein 
Michael William Wade 
Brigitte J. Grosseluemern Walters 
Nancy Lorraine Webb 
Sharon Lynn Pobjecky Wendt 
Phyllis Marie White 
Shelly Renee White 
Ava Marie Williams 
Julie Ann Wohlheter 
Denise A. Wright Associate in Arts 
Ella Marie Dixon 
Juanita Liston Gardner 
-Degrees Granted December 18, 1985 Associate in Applied Science Earlene Kay Lester Adkins Benjamin Allen, Jr. Brenda Gay Allen Larry A. Bailes Tanya Rena Baker Cathy Lynn Bare Gregory K. Barnett Alvin L. Bowyer, Jr. Claude Russell Brown Larry Douglas Bryant Paul Korey Burton Rose M. Casey Yvonne Dawn Cazad Joanne Catherine Clarke Robert John Claus, Jr. Michael Burnell Cochran Kenneth Michael Comer Kathy Damron Copley James Earl Crist Bethsaida Dickens David Michael Donahue John David Dotson Nancy Kay Edwards Michael Lee Ellis Andrew Edward Evans Dale Edwin Fluharty John Dale Foster David Howard Garrett Joseph Nicholas Giaquinto, Jr. Timora M. Godfrey Jess Willard Gundy, Jr. Catherine Bennett Hall Rhonda K. Hanshaw Steven Ward Hare Charles Larry Hart Lora Elizabeth Hart James David Hess Rickey Eugene Holley Anne M. Holliday Sharon Bartram Plybon Hysell Robert Leslie Itnyre Drema Jackson Thomas Calvin Jennings Lisa Anne Kiser Stephen Kent Knotts Samuel B. Lake Scot Alan Lawrence Jeffrey Elias Leach Wendy Angela Lee Traci Lynn Lockwood Charles Henry Long Douglas C. Lonick Levi Loranso Martin, Jr. Donna Louise Hodges Mayes Sheree Lynn Newlon McCallister Prudence Lynn McComas Terry Lee McComas Gerald Lawrence Menendez John Jeffery Miller Michael Reginald Miller 
Degrees Granted August 16, 1985 Associate in Applied Science Larry Joe Allen Mary Alice Chapman Jamie Lynn Doak Deborah Kay Flowers Robin D. Hardman Cynthia Burdette Harrah Lori Ann Lockwood Elke Roswita Foertsch McDaniel Rhonda Lynn Miller Robert Lee Miller Velva Nell Moses Cheryl Ann Nimmo Charise Gail Paige Beverly Joy Stevens Pauley John W. Peak Tina Louise Phillips Kimberly Renee Potts Clovis Alden Ray Anna Jane Romeo Steven Woodrow Satterfield Angela Dawn Williamson Saunders Timothy Steven Seibel Deborah Kay Shannon Dennis Lee Spaur Don R. Spence Linda Kay Spurlock Robert L. Stickley Joanne Renee Stitt Mark Steven Swecker Judith Allen Trent Marlene Francis Tucker Stephen Charles Tucker Virginia Moon Tucker April Dawn Adkins Wahl Larry Albert Wheeler James David Woods Charles N. Zerkle, Jr. Shari Dawn Newman Rhonda Gale Reynolds Karen Louise Teach David Alan Williams 
- - - - --- -� - - -- - ----- - - - - - - ---------------... 
Degrees Granted July 12, 1985 Associate in Applied Science Timothy Wilson Babcock Kelli Disney Call Clinton Draper McClung Beverly K. Mitchell Tara Lea Muncy Kimberly Kay Rife Kimberly Dawn Rowe Michael Allen Shepard 
----
--Graduate School Candidates presented by Robert F. Maddox, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 1986 Master of Arts 
Teena Paige McNeely Adams 
Marshall University Early Childhood Education 
James Michael Adkins 
Marshall University Political Science 
Andrea Denise Baker 
Marshall University Special Education 
Richard E. Banas 
Bowling Green State University Psychology 
Margaret Susan Blagg 
Marshall University 
Home Economics 
Deborah Trent Bowen 
Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Barbara Jean Brandau 
West Virginia Wesleyan College Special Education 
Mark A. Brislin 
University of Kentucky Speech 
Robbyn Leigh Brooks 
Marshall University Special Education 
Jonathan T. Brown 
Marshall University Communication Arts Melanie Ague Butler Marshall University Counseling Susan Lynn LaRue Catsonis Florida State University Elementary Education Sandra Smith Clements Marshall University Counseling Barry A. Cline Marshall University Elementary Education Susan Denise Cooper Marshall University Elementary Education Joy Dawn Cunningham Marshall University Counseling Joy Marie Dean Concord College Reading Education James Toney Dingess Marshall University Music Hollis Hibscher Dobreff Bowling Green State University Music Kevin Joseph Dobreff Bowling Green State University Music Susan Elaine Quick Dolen Marshall University Communication Arts Robert Thomas Escheman Rutgers University Geography Barbara Sue Lewis Farley Marshall University Elementary Education Carolyn S. Fisher Ohio University Art Leigh E. Fowler Marshall University Elementary Education Cheryl Ann Fulford Bluefield State College Counseling Ann Taylor Galyean Hollins College Art Constance Betty Louise Gearhart Marshall University Special Education Patricia J. Gilmore Marshall University Communication Arts Brenda Tully Glick Marshall University Business Education 
Sheri Robin Goan Marshall University Counseling George Samuel Hall Ohio University Counseling William Michael Harris West Virginia University Biological Sciences David Brian Hetzer Marshall University Educational Administration John Edward Ingram Stanford University Music Susan M. Jennings Marshall University Counseling Robin Ann Keith Marshall University Counseling Lorraine Elizabeth King Marshall University Counseling Dawn Denielle Ann Knowlton Marshall University Special Education Gary John Koontz Marshall University Counseling Antonia Lee Korb Marshall University Special Education Rebecca Sue Riley Leasure Marshall University Special Education Kim Kay London Marshall University Sociology Linda Marie Marks West Liberty State College Special Education Linda Marshall Marshall University Elementary Education Mary Carolyn Martin Concord College Special Education Linda Deane Gorman Matthews Marshall University Music Donna Lutz Mauk Marshall University Special Education James Richard McComas Marshall University Counseling Michael John McGuffey Marshall University Mathematics Janice Mayerle McNeamey University of Minnesota Counseling Curtis Anne Moore Concord College Counseling Dorothy Hegedus Moore West Virginia State College Communication Arts Kathy Duley Morman Marshall University Communication Arts William J. Neal Marshall University Political Science Cathy Dawn Neilson Marshall University English Donna Marie Osborn Marshall University Special Education G. Thomas ParkerGlenville State CollegeCounseling Myra Kay Fillmore Parker Asbury College Music Richard William Poole Kentucky Christian College Speech Susan Mullins Qualls Morehead State University Library Science Education Deborah Bailey Raines Marshall University Sociology Mollie Sue Ravenscroft Shepherd College Sociology Ethel Janeen Hall Reynolds Marshall University Elementary Education Brenda Faye Rithner West Virginia Wesleyan College Political Science Carol J. Spease West Virginia University Mathematics Margaret Ann Stacks Marshall University Counseling Jennifer Ann Stewart Fairmont State College Art George Webster Struthers, III West Virginia University Speech Sandra Gail Sullivan Marshall University Sociology Kelly Ann Timbrook Shepherd College Sociology Robert Richardson Tolar, Jr. Marshall University Counseling 
William Henry Tomblin 
Marshall University Special Education 
Kathleen Klundt Trainor 
Saint Louis University Secondary Education 
Judith Ann Utley 
Bowling Green State University Music 
Linda Hatfield VanMeter 
Radford College Special Education 
Jeffrey A. Ward 
Marshall University Political Science 
Faye Ann Weddington 
Ohio University English 
William Paul Welker 
Marshall University Counseling 
Thomas Allan Whitten 
Concord College Biological Sciences 
Lori Lynn Williams 
Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology 
Ethel Lowe Wilson 
Marshall University Special Education 
Deborah Lynn Wounaris 
University of Charleston Elementary Education 
Jacqueline Gaye Estep York 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Fred Salem Zain 
West Virginia State College Biological Sciences Master of Science Albert Michael Allie Marshall University Health and Physical Education Gladine Thomas Barner Bluefield State College Vocational Technical Education Christie Lee Barrett Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Lynn E. Bauman Lebanon Valley College Chemistry Carl A. Bishop, Sr. Clemson Agricultural College Safety David Lynn Bohrer West Liberty State College Vocational Technical Education William Preston Burge West Virginia University Safety John Dominic Calandra State University of New York at Oneonta Physical Science Eugene McKinley Coffman Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Joseph Majid Dadgari Queen Elizabeth College Biological Sciences Frederick S. Daugherty University of Tampa Vocational Technical Education Dorothy Dougherty Old Dominion University Safety Joseph Patton Duffield Marshall University Health and Physical Education John R. Erb West Chester University Health and Physical Education Mary Elizabeth Falbo West Virginia Institute of Technology Biological Sciences Carolyn Sue Way Farran West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education Bobby Keith Friley University of Kentucky Chemistry Christine Pappas Gronell West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Lace Vinson Hardwick Marshall University Safety Harold Glen Karlen, Jr. West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education James E. Martin Bluefield State College Vocational Technical Education James Alvin Meadows Concord College Biological Sciences Steven Allen Miller Florida State University Safety Leonard P. Mokwa University of Pittsburgh Safety Demetrios John Morakis University of Maryland Biomedical Sciences 
Edwin Obiechina Obiora Marshall University Safety Rick Andrew Robinson Marshall University Health and Physical Education Teryn Synnestvedt Romaine University of Delaware Biological Sciences Dalip Sarin University of Ranchi Safety Judy Workman Sellards Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Mary Pamela Selvaraj Marshall University Biological Sciences Jayshree Shah Marshall University Biological Sciences Eric Edward Shanholtz Marshall University Safety Sharrell Gene Slone Marshall University Criminal Justice Robert Gregory Smith Western Kentucky University Safety Cassandra N. Spradlin Ohio University Safety George Donald Walkup, Jr. West V irginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Wayne Joseph Wasson Metropolitan State College Safety Jacob Nelson Wickert, III University of Charleston Vocational Technical Education Richard Ray Wildman Fairmont State College Safety Charles Michael Woyan Marshall University Safety Alan J. Yost Marshall University Physical Science Master of Business Administration Dianna Preece Bailey Marshall University Business and Commerce Patricia Ann Broce Marshall University Business and Commerce T immy J. Campbell Marshall University Business and Commerce Terry L. Clark Eastern Kentucky University Business and Commerce Michelle Bernier Lessard University of New Hampshire Business and Commerce Valerie A. Morgan Marshall University Business and Commerce Dennision Lee Nibert Mashall University Business and Commerce David Carl Peters Marshall University Business and Commerce Jack Edward Sheppe Marshall University Business and Commerce Samuel Hayes Sherwood University of Maine at Orono Business and Commerce Master of Arts Journalism Leslie Harriett Knight Georgetown College Journalism . 1n Sharon Ilene Mitchell University of New Mexico Journalism Linda Cole Moffett Marshall University Journalism Deborah Bailey Smith University College of North Wales Journalism 
----
Degrees Granted December 18, 1985 Master of Arts 
Kelly Henson Adkins 
Marshall University Special Education 
Mahmood M. Almubarak 
University of Riyadh Political Science 
Barbara Ann Arvidson 
Bob Jones University 
Home Economics 
Joyce Marie Eklund Bliss 
Adrian College Ubrary Science Education 
Victoria Lynn Boatright 
Marshall University 
Art 
11 Deborah Kaye Browning 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Richard Kenneth Butler 
Marshall University Special Education 
Harvie C. Christie, Jr. 
Marshall University Counseling 
Pamela G. Cline 
Marshall University Elementary Education 
Ann E. Leaberry Coffaro 
Marshall University Home Economics 
James Anthony Colegrove 
Marshall University Educational Administration 
Mary Ann Cox 
West Virginia Wesleyan College Home Economics 
Judith Lynn Cunningham 
Marshall University Speech Pathology and /\udiology James A. Deeter Liberty Baptist College History Aleisa Marie Dolloph Marshall University Speech Pathology and /\udiology J. Stephen ElderMarshall UniversityCommunication ArtsMohamed Elamin Elfallah West Virginia Institute of Technology Mathematics Donna Leigh Baisden Ellis Marshall University Elementary Education T ina Dare Blake Green Marshall University Elementary Education Jennifer Lea Hagaman Marshall University Elementary Education Lila Bryant Hall Marshall University Special Education Linda Gayle Hall Marshall University Speech Pathology and /\udiology Patricia June Hambrick Marshall University Special Education Kathy R. Havens Marshall University Elementary Education Catherine E. Hayes Marshall University Special Education Dorian Denise Ingram Longwood College Psychology Patricia Anne Merritt Kelly Glenville State College Business Education Jerome George Kem Bob Jones University Special Education T imothy Kent Keyser Marshall University Political Science Kristy Ann Kirby Marshall University Speech Pathology and /\udiology Dena Marie Knicely Marshall University Speech Pathology and /\udiology Catherine Louise Leasure W heeling College Psychology Julianne Miller McGinnis West Virginia University Psychology Kevin Keith Meadows Marshall University Music Tony Craig Miller Marshall University Special Education Laura Estep Mills Marshall University Elementary Education Teresa Lynne Mitchem Marshall University Elementary Education Terri S. Baisden Muncy Marshall University Elementary Education Linda Sue Hamrick Nash Marshall University Counseling 
Pathfins Chibuzo Okezie Marshall University Political Science Ellen Marie O'Shea University of Charleston Counseling Katherine Rene Philpott Concord College Special Education Martha Moore Roberts Marshall University Early Chiulhood Education Donald Patrick Rogers Marshall University Geography Edward David Talkington Marshall University Political Science Kathy Stone Talley West Virginia State College Home Economics Debra Marie Easter T hompson Ohio University Early Chiulhood Education Dianna Lynn Kuhl T hompson Marshall University Special Education Billy Stephen Vinson Marshall University Educational .Administration Drema K. Vinson Marshall University Elementary Education Katherine Oxley Whitt Ohio University Art Jerra Cremeans Wolford Marshall University Special Education Brenda Lee Bell Zimmerman Marshall University Elementary Education Master of Science Debra Lynn Adkins Berea College Biological Sciences Fwzyah Abdullah Al-Suker Marshall University .Adult Education Ali Ataei Salem College Chemistry Debra Reed Conrad Davis and Elkins College Vocational Technical Education Ronald L. Cowan, Jr. Concord College Health and Physical Education Richard B. Cunningham Marshall University Health and Physical Education Darlene Mae Eckman Slippery Rock State College Health and Physical Education Janice Elaine Fisher Alderson-Broaddus College Biological Sciences Michael Perry Gantt Shepherd College Vocational Technical Education Lois Ann Henderson Concord College Safety James Lee Keen Pikeville College Safety Donald Ray Kerns West Virginia State College Safety Josephine Ann Spataro Linkous Marshall University .Adult Education Cleo Maroudas Mathews University of Cincinnati Vocational Technical Education Opie Steven McKinney Marshall University Safety Leanora DiGregorio Olashuk West Liberty State College Vocational Technical Education Michael Gary Prater Carson-Newman College Safety Susan Torrico Rice West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Linda Darlene Roberts Marshall University Health and Physical Education Roy Glen Russell West Virginia Institute of Technology .Adult Education Brenda Louise Law Tuckwiller West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Robert William W hite Hampden-Sydney College Safety Donald Joe Woolwine Marshall University Safety Master of Business Administration Karen Lynn Hannah Marshall University Business and Commerce Hussain Bin Haji Ibrahim Western Michigan University Business and Commerce 
Michael Lawhorn 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Rita Nichols 
Marshall University 
Business and Commerce 
Jean Ramsey Simmons 
Duke University 
Business and Commerce 
Master of Arts Journalism 
Juanita Evans Dailey 
Rio Grande College 
Journalism 
. 
1n Master of Education 
Brenda Sue Harman Queen 
Bluefield State College 
Education 
Degrees Granted August 16, 1985 
Master of Arts Michael W. Angles Lee College Psychology Kamyar Arasteh Marshall University Psychology Franklin David Austin, II Marshall University History Judith Cremeans Barker Marshall University Educational Administration Laura Treacy Bentley Marshall University Special Education Riley Dale Browning Marshall University Elementary Education Donna Jane Bush Marshall University Psychology Pamela Marples Cahill Marshall University Mathematics Carole Jean Carter Grover City College Communication Arts Patricia Mahone Clark Marshall University Elementary Education Warren Peter Conklin Salem College Special Education Paul Edward Cook Marshall University Biological Sciences Michael Andrew Cornell Marshall University Counseling Robert S. Cox Morehead State University English Colleen C. Davidson Marshall University Elementary Education Donna Kay Davis Marshall University Elementary Education Lorna Hicks Dean Marshall University Special Education Donald Gregory Deaton Qhio University Elementary Education Cynthia Dollman Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Jeri Suchoza Evans California State College Early Childhood Education Linda Lee Conzett Fizer Marshall University Counseling Lisa Jo Fletcher West V irginia University Special Education Katrina Ann Fritz Marshall University Psychology Kim Shively Gardner Marshall University Special Education Linda Jean Gates Roberts Wesleyan College Educational Administration Margaret Jane Greer Morehead State University Home Economics Carol Ann Akers Harris Marshall University Elementary Education Ann Talley Harvey Marshall University Special Education Cynthia L. Holstein Marshall University Psychology Craig Alan Houston Mount Vernon Nazarene College History Monika Ross Jackson Marshall University Special Education Ellen Tyler Kiser University of Charleston Educational Administration Kathryn Eveleth Lee Marshall University Counseling Kimberly Harshbarger Lee Marshall University Elementary Education Susan Diane Leep Marshall University Psychology Karen Spagnolo Lester Seton Hill College Educational Administration Jennifer Kim Lovejoy University of Charleston Educational Administration Jeffrey Scott Lyons Indiana University Biological Sciences Diana Lentz Minsker Marshall University Ubrary Science Education 
Kim Morgan Mitchell Paula J. Staley Elizabeth Woelfel-Ray 
Marshall University West Virginia Institute of Technology Marshall University Elementary Education Educational Supervision Special Education 
Linda Morris Morrison Gary Lynn Stone Matthew Clark Wolfe 
Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Special Education Psychology Music 
Tammera Moore Murray Debra Ann Strain 
Ohio University Marshall University 
Master of Science Home Economics Special Education 
Linda C. Newman Sally Athearn Stull Jane Beninate Brady 
Eastern Kentucky University University of Kentucky University of Central Florida Elementary Education English Vocational Technical Education 
Dow Micah Ooten Mary-Paula Tate Charles Nathan Brown 
Marshall University Bethany College West Virginia Institute of Technology Elementary Education Reading Education Health and Physical Education 
Judith Lee Phair Jeffrey Kent Taylor Debra Lynn Burdette 
West Virginia State College ' Alderson-Broaddus College Marshall University Psychology Secondary Education Vocational Technical Education 
Anne Wallace Posey Melanie Foster Taylor David Paul Carroll 
Marshall University Oberlin College Marshall University Psychology Music Health and Physical Education 
Betsy Hatfield Queen Karen Ann Tokarsky Charles Lewis Coffman 
Marshall University Indiana University of Pennsylvania Fairmont State College �·�- Elementary Education Psychology Health and Physical Education 
Brian Charles Reeder Jimmie Lee Trimboli Oliver Alexander Cosby 
Youngstown State University Marshall University West Virginia State College 
I Biological Sciences Art Safety 
Stanley Edward Romanoski Judy Coster Vititoe Barbara Blackwood Cutright 
West Virginia University Marshall University Davis and Elkins College Secondary Education Special Education Vocational Technical Education 
!lti Dee Anna Smith Rucker Marsha J. Hatfield Wagner Linda Joyce Ellis 
Marshall University Marshall University West Virginia State College Secondary Education Elementary Education Safety 
Bashir Wanis Sharif Marion Floyd Ward Charles Edward Fisher 
Marshall University West Virginia State College West Virginia State College Mathematics Educational Administration Vocational Technical Education 
Kathy Jo Shelton Natalie Rodefer Ward Patricia /\nn 8riffith 
Marshall University Marshall University West Virginia State College· Special Education Elementary Education Health and Physical Education 
Emma Sue Kincaid Smith Michael K. W hitley Margaret Mary Gripshover 
Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Special Education Educational Alministration Geography 
Vicki Lynn Barnett Hom 
Marshall University Safety 
David Allen Johnson 
Concord College Health and Physical Education 
Roger Lee Katchuk 
Fairmont State College Health and Physical Education 
Lowell Frederick King , Jr. 
Bowling Green State University Health and Physical Education 
Christine Jane Koch 
West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education 
Louis Maltese 
Herbert Leymand College Health and Physical Education 
Suzanne Beverly Markowitz 
Towson State University Adult Education 
William Paul Maynard 
Marshall University Safety 
Dolores Slater Musick 
Ohio University Geography 
Cheryl Biller Nefflen 
Davis and Elkins College Vocational Technical Education 
John Randall Okes 
West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education 
David Edward Plymale 
Northwest Missouri State University Health and Physical Education 
Joan Craft Reed 
West Virginia State College Adult Education 
Lucinda Lee Reed 
Concord College Health and Physical Education Arlene Gail Roberts West Virginia University Health and Physical Education Richard Joseph Romanowski Ohio University Vocational Technical Education Warren Mitchel Shaver Marshall University Biological Sciences Francis Lawlor Shelley, III San Jose State University Safety Ernest E. Sparks Marshall University Health and Physical Education Patricia Smith Sturm Davis and Elkins College Vocational Technical Education Stephen Randall Vance Marshall University Health and Physical Education Doris Riffle White Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education Kathy Lynn Wilson West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Master of Business Administration Karin Kay Angelo Marshall University Business and Commerce Blair L. McGaughey Ohio State University Business and Commerce Donna Jo Renaud University of Idaho Business and Commerce Judy Arlene Salaz Marshall University Business and Commerce William R. Wright West Virginia University Business and Commerce Master of Arts 1n Journalism Kim Marie Brawn Florida Southern College Journalism Mitchell C. Goodman Marshall University Journalism Rosemary Maruish Marshall University Journalism Master of Education James Howard Shott, III Marshall University Education r 
Degrees Granted July 12, 1985 Master of Arts Kathy Jo Adkins Marshall University Secondary Education Michelle Jaye Adkins Marshall University Elementary Education Rose Ann Bell Marshall University Educational Administration Oriana Rodriguez Bertram University of Chile Counseling Lynn Lambert Bolen Marshall University Early Childhood Education Deanna Rae Bolton Ohio Northern University Library Science Education T imothy Allen Bradford Marshall University Political Science Mattie Gadd Brewer Bob Jones University Special Education Jane Chambers Brownfield Marshall University Home Economics Felicia Jane Burger-Westfall Marshall University Music Cynthia Jane Clark Concord College Special Education Ramona Rutherford Clark Marshall University Secondary Education Betsy Karen Cook Concord College Elementary Education Richard Edward Corwin, II Marshall University Counseling Cheryl Lawson Crabtree Marshall University Special Education Joyce Ury Dumtschin Northwestern University Early Childhood Education Frances Belhassen Gunter Marshall University Elementary Education Dan Wendell Henderson Marshall University Counseling Jamie Hazlett Henry Marshall University Elementary Education Marietta Machertichian Hyman Salem College Distributive Education Kermit Randal Keathley Marshall University Educational Administration Donna May Browning Kuhn Marshall University Elementary Education Myra Keyser Labus Marshall University Early Childhood Education Mary Ann Lopez Marshall University Reading Education Susan Renee Swenson Mason San Jose State University Early Childhood Education Diana Lynn Maynard Marshall University Elementary Education Paula Nickles McDermott Marshall University Secondary Education Carol Jean Miller Marshall University Special Education Joyce Porter Mott Marshall University English Audrey Farnsworth Pitt University of Maine Special Education Patricia Ann Plummer Marshall University Sociology Terri Leigh Roberts Marshall University Counseling Sally Elizabeth Shipley Marshall University Music Karen Kay Simmerman Marshall University Educational Administration Kathy Seelinger Spencer Marshall University Communication Arts Charlie Wallace Stickler Marshall University Home Economics Bonnie Sue T huma Ohio University Special Education Harold Dean Tolbert, Jr. West V irginia University Music Joanne Bartoe Varney Marshall University Secondary Education 
Donald Paul Walls Marshall University Reading Education Oran Edward Warder Marshall University Social Studies Melissa Watts Waugh Marshall University Elementary Education Lawana Joy Wells Marshall University Counseling Kimberly McGehee Wilson Marshall University Home Economics Master of Science Nancy Robinson Asbury Marshall University Health and Physical Education James Ellsworth Barger Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Harlen Lee Blackbum Marshall University Safety John Tracy Blake, Marshall University Safety Rebecca Chestnut Brooks James Madison University Vocational Technical Education Charles Claypool, Jr. West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Debra Kay Cook Concord College Vocational Technical Education Denecia Merritt Damron Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Julia Ann Davis Bethany College Health and Physical Education Mona Day Dues West Virginia State College Criminal Justice Bruce Evan Gabriel Rio Grande College Safety Donna Jane Hamblin Marshall University Adult Education Sara Hudgins Hammett University of Alabama Vocational Technical Education Patricia Jane Stewart Harper Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Donald Michael Hottle University of Charleston Safety Laura Lee Hunt-Kiser Marshall University Adult Education T imothy Robert James Glenville State College Safety Jack R. Kalmar _ West Virginia Institute of Technology Health and Physical Education Odella Girdler Lafon Marshall University Safety Alicia Bouch Lang University of Charleston Adult Education Walter R. Lyons, Jr. Eastern Kentucky University Chemistry James Keith McCracken Marshall University Safety Kenneth Darryel Monk Bluefield State College Safety Barbara Ann Myers Marshall University Criminal Justice Sabrina Elena Okamura-Johnson Marshall University Geography Karen Williams Piotrowski West Virginia Institute of Technology Adult Education Denise Anne Schmidt Salem College Biological Sciences Mary Bowman Shrader Bluefield State College Safety Barbara Jim Dickerson Spencer Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Gary Lee Van Hom Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Kathryn Williams Weiss Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Michael Wayne Williams Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Master of Business Administration Sukhendu K .  Majumdar Jadaypur University Business and Commerce Bobby Singh Marshall University Business and Commerce Shari Wisnewski Marshall University Business and Commerce 
School of Medicine 
Candidates presented by Lester R. Bryant, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 10, 1986 
Doctor of Medicine 
David Wesley Albright 
University of Charleston 
Craige Montane Brestel 
Salem College 
William Richard Brooks, Jr. 
Michigan State University 
Joseph C. Capito 
West Virginia University 
William Merrill Comisky 
Wake Forest University 
Nancy Haislip Craig 
West Virginia University 
Timothy Andrew Damron 
Marshall University 
Patrick John Esposito 
Alderson-Broaddus College 
Kimberly Faye Ewing 
Marshall University 
Elaine Lizabeth Flanders 
West Virginia University 
Jackson L. Joseph Flanigan 
Harvard University 
Marian Jean Gorham 
West Virginia State College 
Jerry M. Hahn 
West Virginia University 
William Hershel Haney 
Marshall University 
John Allen Hoffman 
Concord College 
Edwin J. Humphrey, IV 
Duke University 
Eric Wilfred Janssen 
Marshall University 
David Michael Josephs 
Marshall University 
Kelly Sue Kearfott 
Marshall University 
Kitrina Lou Kearfott 
Marshall University 
Joanne M. Lebow 
University of Pittsburgh 
Susann Lea Lovejoy 
West Virgi1:1ia State College 
Kenneth F. McNeil 
West Virginia University 
Stevan J. Milhoan 
West Virginia University 
Scott Edward Miller 
University of Charleston 
Kathleen Marie O'Hanlon 
Marshall University 
David Scot Parks 
Marshall University 
David Summers Ratliff 
University of Cincinnati 
Monica Leonor Richey 
University of South Alabama 
Stuart Michael Roth 
University of Pittsburgh 
Patricia Sebas Schindzielorz 
University of Connecticut 
Donna Jean Slayton 
West Virginia University 
Kevin Sanford Smith 
Marshall University 
Teddy W. Solari 
Wake Forest University 
Elizabeth Lee Spangler 
West Virginia State College 
Mary Nan Spiker 
West Virginia University 
C. Ann Gallant Steele
Marshall University
Mark Allen Studeny 
Arizona State University 
James Edward Tomblin, II 
Marshall University 
Donald Henry Trainor, Jr. 
Saint Louis University 
Terrence Wayne Triplett 
Marshall University 
Larry William Watson 
Marshall University 
Sue E. Wegmann 
West Virginia State College 
Mark Eric Wippel 
Marshall University 
Marc Alan Workman 
Marshall University 
Elaine Matthews Young 
West Virginia University 
West Virginia University -- Marshall University 
Cooperative Doctoral Program Degrees Conferred by Neil S. Bucklew, President, West Virginia University Doctor of Philosophy 
Terriann Crisp 
University of Texas at Dallas Bio-Medical Science 
Rodney Dale Hagley 
Marshall University Bio-Medical Science 
Michael Phillip Spector 
Philadelphia College of Pharmacy 
and Science Bio-Medical Science Doctor of Education 
Sarah Margaret Newman Denman 
Marshall University Educational Administration 
Barbara Jane Chapman Fotos 
Marshall University Educational Administration 
Norma Seay Gray 
Marshall University Educational Administration 
Beatrice Lingenfelter 
Marshall University Educational Administration 
Ireland Wiley, Jr. 
Marshall University Educational Administration 
Doctoral Dissertations 
May 1986 T erriann Crisp Dr. Gary 0. Rankin "Regulatory Mechanisms and Synaptic Phar­macology of Serotonergic Neurons in the Dor­sal Raphe Nucleus, Median Raphe Nucleus and Raphe Pallidus Nucleus in Mouse Brain Slices In Vitro." Sarah Margaret Newman Denman Dr. Robert B. Hayes, Chair "Role Prescriptions of Part-Time Faculty in Community Colleges: A Comparison of In­terpretations of Role Prescriptions of Part­Time Faculty Held lry Part-Time Faculty and Department Chairpersons in Community Colleges." Barbara Jane Chapman Fotos Dr. Neil L. Gibbins, Chair ''The Relationship of Nursing Students' Per­ceptions of College Organizational Climate and Their Achievement on the Licensing Ex­amination for Registered Nurses." Norma Seay Gray Dr. Neil L. Gibbins, Chair "Participation in Decision Making and its Ef­fect on Job Satisfaction and Role Stress of Staff in Child Development Agencies in the Unit­ed States." Rodney Dale Hagley Dr. Michael R. Moore "Lactate Dehydrogenase and Peroxidase in Mammary Cells, Normal and Cancerous, with Special Reference to Progestin Effects on Lactate Dehydrogenase in the Human Breast Cancer Cell Line T -4 7D"Beatrice Lingenfelter Dr. Neil L. Gibbins, Chair "Perceptions of Superintendents and Legisla­tors Concerning Factors That Influence Edu­cation Legislation in West Virginia. ''Michael Phillip Spector Dr. John Foster "Starvation Inducible Stimulon of Salmonel­la Typhimurium." Ireland Wiley, Jr. Dr. Neil L. Gibbins, Chair ''Teacher Perceptions of the Leadership Be­havior of School Superintendents as a Factor in Labor Relations Conflict. ''
Masters Theses May 1986 Lynn E. Bauman Chemistry Dr. Gary D. Anderson "Vinylogous 1,3 Glycol Cleavage." John D. Calandra Physical Science Dr. Dewey D. Sanderson 
''A Ground Magnetic Survey of Kimberlite Intrusives, in Elliott County, Kentucky." Majid Joseph Dadgari Biological Sciences Dr. E. Bowie Kahle ''The Effect of Endurance Training on Oxida­tive and Lipogenic Enzyme. htivities in the LAIN-cp Rat." Mary Elizabeth Falbo Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas E. Weaks 
''A Comparative Study of the Effects of Eich­homia crassipes (Mart.) Solms. and Sphagnum quinquefarium (Lindb.) Warnst. on the Modifi­cation of hid Mine Drainage." Bobby Keith Friley Chemistry Dr. Daniel P. Babb "Investigations Into the Synthesis of F­ethylamine and F-ethylimine." Kim Kay London Sociology Dr. Edward Duffy "Retention Rates for Marshall University Undergraduates.'' Deborah Bailey Raines Sociology Dr. Kenneth Ambrose ''Childhood hcidents in a Rural Community: 
A Five-Year Study." Mollie Sue Ravenscroft Sociology Dr. Kenneth Ambrose ''Appalachian Value Orientation: Flood Experience and the Decision to Relocate." Teryn S. Romaine Biological Sciences Dr. Franklin L. Binder "In-vitro Assessment of the Antimicrobial Efficacy of a Stockinette Impregnated with Chlorhexidine.'' Jayshree Shah Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas E. Weaks ''Growth Potential of Spirulina Major (Kutz) in Limestone Quarry Waters." Sandra Gail Sullivan Sociology Dr. W illiam Westbrook "The Impact of a New Medical School, DRGpayment for Medicare and Other Deter­minants on Surgical Practices at An Estab­lished Participating Hospital.'' Kelly Ann Timbrook Sociology Dr. William Westbrook "Social and Ecological Determinants of Volun­tary Association Membership." Alan J. Yost Physical Science Dr. Ralph E. Oberly "Distributive Parallel P rocessing of Image/Geographic Information System Data for Spatial Analysis and Modeling of Earth Resources Information." December 1985 Debra Lynn Adkins Biological Sciences Marcus C. W aldron "Effect of Nonpoint Agricultural and Animal Waste Runoff on Dissolved Oxygen Dynam­ics in Three Lower Kanawha River Tributar­ies (Mason County, WV)." Ali Ataei Chemistry James E. Douglass "The Scope and Limitation of Alkylative De­methoxycarbonylation in 2-Substituted Quinolines. "  
Juanita Evans Dailey 
Journalism 
Deryl R. Learning 
"BEVO FRANCIS How an Obscure Basketball Player Received National Acclaim 1952-54." 
James A. Deeter 
History 
Frances S. Hensley ''The Kanawha County Textbook Con­troversy: A Review and Analysis From a Ten Year Perspective." 
Janice Elaine Fisher 
Biological Sciences 
Donald C. Tarter 
"A Taxonomic and Distributional Study of Nymphal Stenonema Traver Species in West Virginia (Ephemeroptera: Heptageniidae)." 
Edward D. Talkington 
Political Science 
Thomas C. Shevory "Moments of Silence in Public Schools: A Breach in the Wall. "August 1985 
Kamyar Arasteh 
Psychology 
Donald W. Ray "The Effect of Calcium on Learned Helpless­ness and Associated Neurotransmitter Change." 
Robert S. Cox 
English 
John W. Teel "The Village Virus' and Sinclair Lewis." 
Craig Alan Houston 
History 
Robert D. Sawrey "Four West Virginia Newspapers and Their Editorial Response to the Vietnam War, 1963-1968." 
Warren M. Shaver 
Biological Sciences 
E. Bowie Kahle"Responses of Energy Expenditure and BodyDynamics to Interactions Among EnduranceTraining, Obesity and Sex in the LNN-cpRat." Matthew Clark Wolfe Music Bradford R. DeVos ''Classicism Versus Romanticism.'' July 1985 Jane Chambers Brownfield Home Economics Dr. Grace Bennett "An Evaluation of Group Versus Self Instruc­tional Dietary Teaching. "Patricia Ann Plummer Sociology Maurice L. Sill ''A Cross-Cultural Analysis of the Factors As­sociated With the Adoption of Health Prac­tices by Rural People." Denise A. Schmidt Biological Sciences Donald C. Tarter ''The Life History and Ecology of Acroneur­ia Carolinensis (Banks) in Panther Creek, Nicholas County, West Virginia (Plecoptera: P erlidae). "

